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EMRlogic and PayPros announce more activEHR software differentiation
Companies leverage integration to offer eye care practices payment innovations

Las Vegas, NV (September 5, 2012) – Industry leaders EMRlogic Systems and PayPros® today
announced the release of a fully integrated payment solution within activEHR. The cooperative
agreement offers EMRlogic’s activEHR customers an innovative, robust, secure and fully
supported integrated payment solution.
“The PayPros payments functionality now within activEHR meets a critical need in the eye care
arena,” stated PayPros President and COO, Eddie Myers. “It offers EMRlogic customers a
distinct business advantage: a whole new level of payment convenience and security.”
“Our ongoing development of activEHR is all about providing the eye care profession an
advanced clinical and business solution,” said Dennis Ball, VP Software Development at
EMRlogic. “Our clients are concerned about not only protected health information but also the
security of personal financial information. Our secure integration with PayPros is just one of the
efforts we’ve undertaken to deliver the kind of assurance our users are looking for. We’re very
proud to be working with PayPros to bring this caliber of payment innovation to the eye care
profession.”
About EMRlogic Systems
EMRlogic is a privately-held company based in Greater Vancouver, Canada and dedicated to Eye
Care Professionals. EMRlogic is an application partner for InterSystems Corporation, Cambridge,
MA. EMRlogic offers comprehensive and fully-integrated Optometry and Ophthalmology
software solutions. For more information, please visit www.emrlogic.com
About PayPros
PayPros is a payments technology company, dedicated to delivering nothing less than
innovative, robust, secure, fully supported and profitable integrated payment solutions. Our

belief is that payments should add value to software applications, resulting in better solutions
for developers and their customers. It’s what we mean by “Software Differentiation Through
Payment Innovation.” We support this vision with the PayPros Solutions family of products and
services, a comprehensive array of customized tools, applications and valuable services for
businesses and software developers. It’s why–since 1995–more than 1,700 partners and nearly
54,000 businesses have turned to PayPros. Learn more at www.paypros.com

